CONCEPT A

(12/10) DRAFT IDEAS FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY

Legend:
1 Gate - Sliding
2 Gate - Swinging
3 Deployable Flood Wall
4 Landscape
5 Berm
6 Flood Wall/Stem Wall

Legend:
Gate - Sliding
Gate - Swinging
Landscape
Berm
Deployable Flood Wall
CONCEPT E

(12/10) DRAFT IDEAS FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY

Legend:
1. Gate - Sliding
2. Gate - Swinging
3. Deployable Flood Wall
4. Landscape
5. Berm
6. Raised Path
7. Flood Wall/Stem Wall
8. T Wall

Legend:
- Gate - Sliding
- Gate - Swinging
- Deployable Flood Wall
- Landscape
- Berm
- Raised Path
- Flood Wall/Stem Wall
- T Wall
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